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(U) Presidential Transition 2001:
NSA Briefs a New Administration

David A. Hatch

(U) INTRODUCTION

CU) The American electoral process retains
many vestiges reflecting its eighteenth century
origins. In the age of supersonic transport and e
mail, U.S. citizens select their national leadership
on a timetable derived from the speed of carriages
and town criers.

(U) The most contentious vestige in the
process is the electoral college, a scheme which
allots votes to each state on the basis of popula
tion; the actual determinant of a presidential
election is not the nation's popular vote, but the
votes of the electoral college.

(U) In addition to a lengthy period of pre-elec
tion campaigning, the process is marked by a two
and one-halfmonth gap between election day and
the inauguration of a new president. Presidential
elections take place on the first Tuesday (after the
first Monday) of November, and inauguration
day is January 20 (or January 21 if the aoth falls
on a Sunday).*

(U) This gap, although it allows a "lame duck"
administration to continue in office, has positive
aspects to it. For one thing, it gives a new presi
dent more time to select his cabinet secretaries
and other senior officials. The gap also enables
the Senate to hold hearings on these senior nom
inations, and thus speed the confirmation
process.

(U) During this gap the new president will
have regular access to heretofore secret intelli-

gence. She or he may also require briefings on the
capabilities of the various intelligence organiza
tions. It was (and is) important that a new presi
dent learn what the intelligence community will
be able to do for her or him - and what it will not.

(U) Two senior CIA officials who were
involved with more than one presidential transi
tion commented drolly, "Our experience with a
number of administrations was that they started
with the expectation that intelligence could solve
every problem, or that it could not do anything
right, and then moved to the opposite view. Then
they settled down and vacillated from one
extreme to the other."

CU) The officials of a new administration get
"bombarded" with information - a lot of it and
quickly presented. Moreover, once they take
office, the press of current problems often pre
cludes general or background briefings. From a
federal agency's standpoint, it is therefore desir
able to reach these new officers early, before a
barrage of other briefings dilutes the effect of
the message or prevents any meeting with them
at all.

CU/ /FOUO) In the past, in the transition peri
ods following elections, the Central Intelligence
Agency has been the manager for general orienta
tions about the foreign intelligence community
and for specific, classified briefings on topics of
concern to the incoming administration.

(U) In 2000 the National Security Agency, for
the first time, decided to engage more actively in

* (a) Even at two and one-halfmonths, this is somewhat shortenedfrom the original eighteenth century
schedule; until the 1930S, inauguration day was in March.
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the presidential transition briefing process. The
issues for NSA were not small. For those in the
new administration for whom this would be the
first exposure to cryptology, a briefing would be
an important factor in determining how they
would interact with NSA.

(D/ /FOUD} Even those with prior exposure
to the intelligence community and NSAneeded to
know the recent ongoing changes occurring in the
cryptologic community.

(D) This is the story of the election of 2000,

NSA's period of change, and its participation in
the transition activities for the new Bush admin
istration.

(D) BRIEFING A NEWADMINISTRATION President Dwight D. Eisenhower

OGA

the new president and his prior experience of the
intelligence community.'

(D) For example, after the election of 1960,

CIA officials scheduled a general briefing on
sources and clearances for John Kennedy, since
neither his wartime service nor congressional
career had included interaction with the
intelligence community." On the other hand,
President-elect George H. W. Bush in 1988
required no general briefings, since he had served
as Director of Central Intelligence.

(D)Traditionally, there have been two aspects
of executive-level briefings. First, since the elec
tion of 1952, when President Harry Truman
directed that it be done, the CIAhas given intelli
gence briefings to candidates from both major
parties during the election campaign.

(U) In this process, the CIA sought from the
beginning to ensure that both candidates received
equal treatment in the numbers of briefings and
types of material provided. However, during the
campaign of 1952, Dwight Eisenhower's briefings
included information from communications ,------------------------j
intelligence; Adlai Stevenson's briefings did not.
As the author of a CIA history discreetly noted,
"Stevenson lacked experience with this sensitive
material. "2

(D) Second, once election results have been
tabulated, the CIA has delivered intelligence
briefings to the president- and vice president
elect and other senior officials through the
President's Daily Brief (PDB),which contains the
latest all-source information -I

I 1Tailored
briefings have reflected the personal interest of
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CD) Frequently, the new president-elect has
not been resident in the District of Columbia, and
briefings had to be arranged in areas where
secure spaces were not normally available. For
example, both Eisenhower in 1952 and Nixon in
1968 received briefings in New York City.s

CD) In 1992 the CIA's Deputy Director for
Intelligence traveled to Little Rock to brief
President-elect Clinton on intelligence matters
and set up headquarters in an inexpensive motel
chosen specifically to avoid the visibility a first
class establishment might have. Clinton, though
previously unfamiliar with the structure and pro
grams of the intelligence community, did not ask
for any general explanatory briefings on these
topics, and the CIAbriefers did not volunteer
them. A senior CIA official brought him the PDB
and explained technical or organizational matters
as they arose in the material.6

CD) Generally, the CIA also briefed on behalf
of the other members of the American intelli
gence community. During the Clinton transition,
for example, the State Department's Bureau of
Intelligence and Research routinely sent its daily
summary for the new president. The National
Security Agency sent information to Little Rock
tailored for the new president about once a week.
Other agencies sent materials less often."

(S//SI) NSA did not participate in an active
way in any presidential transition prior to the
election of William Clinton in 1992. In December
1992, however, NSA's Operations Directorate
tasked its subordinate organizations with provid
ing SIGINT product relating to foreign reactions
to the change of administration and examples
of SIGINT product on current issues. The appro-
priate SIGINT National Intelligence Officer" OGA
CSINIO) reviewed the roduct before release.

-teh\s far as can be reconstructed
now, this SIGINT product was not
reviewed by the director, NSA, before
release, nor was there specific guid
ance from "downtown." As far as can
be determined now, NSA did not
attempt to reach new officials below
the president-elect,"

CD/ IPOVO) In any case, the effort
in 2001 was to be much larger, better
organized, and more aggressive in
telling NSA's story than in 1992.

* (S//Sf) SIGINTNational Intelligence Officers, modeled on a similar group at CIA, support the National
Intelligence Council, a senior advisory group to the Director ofCentral Intelligence. SINIOs are organized by
geographic or issue areas, and work with the senior officials in NSA and CIA to help the agencies meet the needs
ofcustomers and to improve the production process.

19P SEeRETIi'e9MINl,'f){1 Page 3
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(U) THE ELECTION OF 2000 some Florida precincts were incomplete and con
tested in some districts.

CD) In one sense, the presidential campaign of
2000 kicked off the day after the election of
William Clinton in 1996, since he was constitu
tionally prohibited from seeking another consec
utive term. In practical terms, however, the cam
paign began in mid-1999, as political parties held
primary elections state by state. By mid-year
2000, each party had decided on its candidate
and the traditional nominating conventions in
the summer seemed anticlimactic.

CD) Candidates and country lived in suspense
together for the next month, as some counties in
Florida undertook a slow recount, slow because
counting had to be done by hand, with represen
tatives of both sides attesting to the validity ofthe
process at each step. The uncertainty was com
pounded by challenges to the layout of the Florida
ballot, complaints about access to polling places
by some voters, and questions about absentee
ballots from overseas.

CD) On December 12, just before the deadline
for states to select delegates to the electoral col-
lege, the Florida House of Representatives, con-
trolled by the Republicans , voted to appoint
Florida's electors pledged to George Bush. ThatOGA

same day, the U.S. Supreme Court overturned

CD) With a lack of precedent to guide the
process, both contenders launched legal chal
lenges in court. Florida's Supreme Court, in a
close decision, ordered a recount of all nonma
chine ballots in the state.

CD) In August the Republican Party conven
tion in Philadelphia nominated George W. Bush,
governor of Texas, for president. Bush, once a
corporate executive and son of a former presi
dent, selected as his running mate Richard B.
Cheney. "Dick" Cheney was then an executive in
the oil industry, was a former congressman, and
had been secretary of defense under the elder
George Bush,?

CD) The Democratic Party, in Chicago in
August, nominated VicePresident Albert Gore for
President. Gore's choice for vice presidential
nominee was Joseph Lieberman, sen~at!;l;o~r-,f!;;!;.r~om~ .....,
Connecticut.

CD) Although some pundits fore
saw that the general election of 2000
would be close, none of the profes
sional prophets predicted just how
close it actually would turn out to be.

CD) As election day, November 7,
ended, both candidates seemed near
to winning a majority in the electoral
college,but, by day's end, neither had
quite achieved the majority necessary
to win. As the last polls closed, the
outcome was still unsettled - the
electoral votes of Florida would deter
mine the winner, but the returns from
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the Florida court order for the recount, ending
any hope of changing the decision.

CU) Only a day later, no options left, Vice
President Gore conceded the election with a final
ity. The forty-third president of the United States
was to be George W. Bush.

(U) NSA IN A TIME OF CHANGE

CUI/FOUO) The National Security Agency
was heir to the brilliant cryptologic efforts of
World War II and the half century after it.
Founded in 1952, NSA had supported civilian
and military decision-makers throughout the
Cold War - it is not too much to say that NSA
and the Service Cryptologic Elements made sig
nificant but behind-the-scenes contributions to
virtually every major crisis in the five decades
after NSA's founding.

CU/fFOUOj Since about 1990, however, the
National Security Agencyhad undergone a period
of intense, sometimes wrenching change. The
incoming administration would be affected by
these changes, and would have to become part of
the solution to the problems.

CUI/FOUO~ Some of NSA's problems could
be attributed to the end of the Cold War, with the
subsequent realignment of international rela
tions. Others were caused by the rapid technolog
ical advances that characterized the Internet Age.
Still other problems were caused by a top-heavy
bureaucracy that had not reacted well to the
decade of change.

CUIf¥OUOj Two directors had been sent to
NSA as agents of change. In 1996 lieutenant
General Kenneth Minihan, USAF, had been
director of the Defense Intelligence Agency
for only a short period when senior DoD
officials selected him for NSA. They told him
"NSA doesn't get it." Minihan was sent to Fort
Meade to deliver this message and take corrective
action.

Lieutenant General Kenneth Minihan

CSttSf) During his tenure, Minihan commis
sioned studies about policy and structure, and
produced new doctrines for the end of the
Cold War. Minihan repaired relations with other
agencies in the intelligence community as well as
Second Party partners, and began some institu
tional restructuring.

CUft~OUffl But the changes in this period
were not deep enough, and questions about NSA
organization and performance continued to
mount in the DoD and Congress."

CU) Lieutenant General Michael V. Hayden,
USAF, who arrived in March 1999 as DIRNSA,
had served as commander of the Air Intelligence
Agency and director of the Joint Command and
Control Warfare Center. His assignment just
prior to becoming DIRNSA had been as deputy
chief of staff for the United Nations Command
and U.S. Forces in Korea."

CU) General Hayden in public appearances
liked to joke that the first time he stepped into
NSAhe was director.

l6P SEeRElweOMINTitX I Page 5
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Lieutenant General Michael Hayden

CD) Immediately, however, he commissioned
two studies, by inside and outside experts, to
address the most serious shortcomings at NSA.
Based on these two reports, General Hayden
began far-ranging changes to NSA'sstructure and
personnel on November 16,1999. The first period
in this process was entitled "the hundred days of
change," although institutional reordering con
tinued for months afterward in many areas.

(D/ /FOUO) These shifts, as General Hayden
emphasized in numerous meetings with con
stituency groups and the workforce, were not
caused by failure; on the contrary, NSA was still
achieving many successes. He considered it an
agency at the "top of its game." Reorganizations
and reforms were necessary to ensure future
success in a rapidly evolvingworld.

(D/IFOUO~ In steps, the director restruc
tured NSA to emphasize the Agency's core mis
sions of signals intelligence and information
assurance. He also created new positions, such
as chief financial officer and a chief acquisition
officer,hiring several key leaders from outside. In
another break with tradition, in June 2000

General Hayden called William Black, a former
senior, out of retirement to be the new deputy
director.

CD/fFOU~ During the Cold War, NSAoper
ations had had a large measure of stability,
particularly in monitoring the Soviet Bloc, which
used families of equipment, operated on more
or-less standard procedures, and changed incre
mentally. The Agency almost always was conver
sant with new technology and frequently was on
the proverbial "cutting edge."

fFS//SI) With the fall of communism, howev
er, target stability no longer obtained. The 1990S

were marked by a revolution in electronics,
accompanied by wide proliferation of commercial
crypto-equipment. Each step in the SIGINT
process became more difficult, from collection to
reporting. Within a few years, NSA found itself
falling behind in acquisition of new technology
and its ability to exploit some important targets."

(D) An advisory group to the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence called NSA "arguably
one of the important agencies" in the govern
ment. But, it warned, "over a large part of its
domain, it is literally going deaf."?

(SIISI~ New targets and new technology also
required radical changes to the NSA workforce.
The changes in SIGINT processing were made
more difficult by shortfalls in the numbers of key
skill groups, such as linguists and computer
scientists. In addition to shortfalls in key disci
plines due to a decade of decrements in person
nel, the Agency's mix of talents needed redirec
tion. To compound its problems, NSAfound itself
in a highly competitive job market, hard put to
compete for new hires, particularly in informa
tion technology skills."

~Beyond the changes in communications
intelligence, there was a growing realization of
the importance of electronic intelligence (ELINT)
as a source of order of battle and warning infor-
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mation for the military. ELINT also was undergo
ing change and would require considerable
investment.IS

(V/ IFOUO~ To deal with changes in SIGINT,
NSA had proposed Project TRAILBLAZER, a
testbed for analytic techniques. Analysts would
try out new techniques and new technology on a
selected target; those that proved themselves
would be adapted more generally throughout the
Signals Intelligence Directorate.16

(V/ fIOOUOj Another major initiative, Project
GROUNDBREAKER, was a multibillion dollar
program to contract out for most of its nonmis
sion IT support. This would allow the Agency to
remix its support personnel in much shorter
periods than normal federal hiring would allow,
and keep its IT support force conversant with the
most modern technology.

~No less rapid a revolution was occurring in
the "protect" side ofthe cryptologic mission. New
technology, and new means of communication,
compounded by a new awareness of vulnerabili
ties, required sizable investments in people
and technology to secure communications and
computers.17

(U/ /FOUO) The issues involved in change at
NSA became focused in January 2000, when
NSA experienced a computer network outage for
three and one-half days. Although nothing of
information value was lost, as field stations and
V.S. allies maintained continuity, the outage
greatly reduced the amount and speed of SIGINT.
To compound the problem, media reports of the
outage further tarnished NSA's image as an
organization behind the technology curve.IS

(U/ /FOUO) Solutions to these problems
would be expensive, but would require more than
money. NSA would have to redesign its hiring,
personnel, and operations processes, almost cer
tainly in radical ways.

(V) Since NSA had raised its public profile,
and since the media and academics began writing
more about the Agency, public perceptions
changed greatly. The initial dec1assifications
about cryptologic successes in World War II,
begun in the 1970S, had created a favorable image
of the institution and the functions it performed.

(V) The favorable impressions, however,
were tempered by pockets of criticism. Manyaca
demics and civic groups remained suspicious of
NSA's secret powers. A statistically significant
sector of the American public believed NSA was
violating its rights to privacy by monitoring
telephone calls or e-mail. Negative images
appeared in the entertainment media as well.
Films such as Mercury Rising and Enemy of
the State portrayed NSA as a rogue institution
that freely violated the rights of Americans, even
engaged in occasional assassinations.

(U) General Hayden in print and broadcast
interviews reiterated that NSA respected the
constitutional rights of American citizens and
operated in accordance with the law. However, he
recognized clearly the problems in the public per
ception of NSA; as he told a television host, "We
live inside a political culture that distrusts two
things most of all, power and secrecy. And you are
sitting in the headquarters, David, of a very pow
erful and traditionally very secret organization."19

(U/ IFOVO) Since these were the issues the
incoming administration would have to deal
with, these were the issues that had to be com
municated to the new officeholders.

(U)BUILDINGA TEAM

(U/ /FOUO) In 2000, prior to the presidential
election, General Hayden decided it would be
necessary to brief the new administration,
whichever it would be, about NSA and its mis
sions. The nature of American cryptology was
changing, as was NSA's organization, and the
new president would be confronted with organi-

'fep SEeRE'fUeeMINTH*1 Page 7
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zational and substantive challenges in regard to
NSA

CU/ /FOUO) From 1986 to 1989, General
Hayden had been assigned as a politico-military
affairs officer in the Strategy Division, U.S. Air
Force Headquarters. More to the point, in that
capacity he had been the executive officer of the
Air Force's presidential transition team in 1988.
Having seen the necessity of promoting strategic
thought in a new administration then, he realized
its importance for NSA in 2000. Looking at
NSA's budget and personnel lines over most of
the previous decade, it was easy to see, in his
words, "those weren't good news stories.'?"

CU//~OUO) This decision to take an active
role in the transition also reflected the rapid evo
lution that had occurred over the previous decade
in NSA's policy toward external relations. For
much of its existence, NSA was little more than
a box on a wiring diagram to all but its few
defense and intelligence community contacts.

CU/ /FOUO) In addition to increased interac
tion with departments of the Executive Branch,
NSA necessarily had widened its contacts with
Congress. After an initial period of uneasiness,
NSA had worked in a positive way with the over
sight committees since their establishment in the
1970s. From the 1990S, NSAbegan also to work
actively with the Maryland congressional delega
tion on local issues.

CU/ j.RlUO) General Hayden had continued
and, in fact, extended NSA's policy of interaction
with other agencies in the Executive Branch, with
Congress, with media, and the general public.
The decision to brief incoming officials of the
new administration was an extension of this
greater engagement, but took it in a new direction
forNSA

CU) Good intentions and a break with the past
would not be enough, however. NSA would be

competing with virtually all other government
agencies for time on crowded calendars.

CU) At the first of an aperiodic series of
meetings for NSA's highest officials, October 14,
under the generic heading "Seniors' Day,"
General Hayden announced he was appointing
Dr. Terry L. Thompson, formerly deputy director
for support services, to lead an effort to make
NSA's SIGINT and IA mission known to the
President-elect's national security team. The
appointment was to be effective 1November."

CU/ /FOUO) The director was not detailed in
his instructions to Dr. Thompson. He remem
bered his experience on the Air Force transition
team in 1988; the effort looked like a success,
the team "killed most of the forest land in the
eastern United States" turning out transition
papers, but often did not reach the principals,
only departmental transition teams. In 2000,
the director wanted someone to talk to the impor
tant members of the new administration, in effect

Terry L. Thompson

PageS T9P6E6RETH69MINTH*1
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be his "alter ego," answer their questions, and
take advantage of opportunities to tell NSA's
story.

CD/ IFOUO) As time went on, Thompson sent
progress reports to the director regularly. The
director read them and returned them with
encouraging notes, but provided little specific
guidance to the Transition Team. The director's
management style, he would say, was to give
people a task and then "get out of the way.'?"

CD/ IFOUO) Thompson made contact with a
wide range of NSA employees to try to find out
what had been done in the past in times of
presidential change. Reflecting the previous hap
hazard effort, no documentation was to be found,
but a few people who had participated in the 1992
transition could be located, and they shared their
memories of what little had been done."

CU/ IFOUO) Thompson contacted the DDI
and DDO organizations about personnel to serve
on his team. The Deputy Directorate for
Information Systems Security responded quickly
with a highly qualified individual. The Deputy
Directorate for Operations, however, sent the
question out for staffing, which took two weeks.
The DDO personnel eventually nominated
were not particularly interested in the process,
however, so Thompson, who once had been DDO
chief of staff, contacted individuals he knew who
had strong SIGINT backgrounds and might be
available.

CD) The personnel selected were chosen with
some care to ensure the team reflected the differ
ent NSAmissions. Allwere enthusiastic about the
team; some described the offer as a "once in a life
time opportunity" or a "highly unusual opportu
nity."

CU/ IFOUO) As it evolved, the team was com
posed of "core" members who worked on its
issues full time, and "extended" members, those
with subject or area expertise, who remained in

other organizations but would work on transition
tasks when their expertise was needed.

CU) Reflecting a wider view of its mission, the
new team chose the name "Transition 2001,"
rather than just "Presidential Transition." This
subtle shift in name emphasized its commitment
to brief new officials in both the executive and
legislative branches, rather than just in one.24

[For brevity, this paper will refer to the Transition
2001 team as T-2001.]

CD) The team represented a good cross-sec
tion of NSA experience. Most cryptologic disci
plines were represented, and many of the team
members had had fellowships to work in congres
sional offices, giving them a rather broad per
spective of government operations. They recog
nized that it was important to make the new
administration aware of NSA's value quickly,
while it was still possible to avoid the "noise" cre
ated by pressing events."

(C//SI) Terry Thompson, chief of the transi
tion effort, held a doctorate in Russian history
from Georgetown University. His first involve
ment with cryptology was as a Marine Corps
officer in a radio battalion. He came to NSA as
a Russian linguist in 1976. From 1990 to 1992,
Thompson was NSA representative to the
National Reconnaissance Office. Subsequently,
he served as chief of staff for the Operations
Directorate. From 1997, he was assistant director
for support services until the directorate was
abolished in 2000.26

CD/ IFOVO) I I executive assis-
tant CEA), had started in the Office of Security,
then had become a staff specialist in the front
office of the Directorate of Support Services. In
1999 she became executive assistant to Terry
Thompson. When Thompson formed the transi
tion team, she followed him and joined it as his
EA,but, in effect, was EA to the entire team.f"

'F9P SEGAElN69MINfNiE1 Page 9
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(UI /FOUffll Ica§~t()th.e
team to do writin hics work; but retired
in early January. replaced her on
the team. had been an editor of the
Communicator, a classified newsletter forNSA's
workforce, and a former Director's "Skunk.?" She
had been looking for a new position, and this
"sounded like fun.,,28

f€11 !hadbeen a Russian linguist.in
operations, but also had experience in the
Legislative Affairs Office, and as a desk officer in
the Office of Foreign Relations. He had recentlyIbeen Chief of Operations atr I

(DI /FOUO) I thad been a lin-
guist, subsequently had worked in the Office of
Policy, and had experience in SIGINT reporting,
computer security, collection, and manage
ment.P"

(DI fFOUOj I 1/ the
Information Assurance Directorate representa
tive to the team, described himself as a "dyed-in
the-wool, pocket-protector-wearing engineer."
During two decades with lAD, he had designed
cryptographic chips, engineered secure systems,
managed a computer network, and, in his own
words, "obsessively supported customers (often
against their wishes)." He had also spent a year
on a fellowship as a staffer in the Senate."

(DI /FOUO)I Ihad consider-
able experience in NSA's collection programs as
well as in resource management. As a member of
NSA'sbudget office,he had provided data to DoD
during two previous changes of administration."

(UI /FPOO) I Ihad been a Special
Agent in the Office ofsecurity, and had worked
investigations, polygraph, and industrial security.
Prior to joining the transition team, he had served
a one-year fellowship .as/a congressional fellow.
Afterward.while servi:ngin the Legislative Affairs
OfficeatNSA,c::::::::Jha.d prepared an analysis of
expected changes to the intelligence oversight
committees after the November elections. He
briefed his findings to the Transition Team and
was asked to join them asan "extended mem
ber."33

fSfiSI) I Ihad long experience in
cryptanalysis, including more than twelve years
against/thel Iproblem, and teaching
advanced analysis. She was working as both
manager and technical director in the Cryptologic
Evaluation Center when she was asked to serve as
an "extended member" and POC for cryptanaly
tic issues."

iStl twas assigned to the team in
January as an "extended member." He was
SIGINT Directorate account manager for the
White House, the State Department, and the U.S.
Mission to the United Nations. He had an engi
neering background, with work in signals
research, target development, and other collec
tion-related activities for sixteen years.35

(UI /FOUO) Team members perceived that
some existing NSA organizations, particularly
those established to deal with outside entities,
might have felt "threatened" by the team's
existence. Terry Thompson worked hard to
explain to the chiefs of these offices that his team
was not a threat to their turf. The team also co-

* (D) Shortly after his arrival as DIRNSA, General Minihan established the "Skunk Works," a small team of
writers for his speeches and articles. The unusual name derives first from the 1940S comic strip "LitAbner,"
where the chief industry in a mythical backwoods region was rendering polecats to their essence. Naturally,
most people shunned this area. In the 1950Sand 1960s, Lockheed Aircraft adopted this name for the exclusion
area where it designed special-purpose airplanes. The name suggested a workplace of solitude for special
assignments.

Page 10 'fell 9EeREffleeMINT(,')f1
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opted some of these offices by inviting them to
send "extended" members.

(U) T-200:1. OPERATIONS

(U) The T-2001 team might be described as a
"hive" organization, where all members pitched
in on any and all types of tasks. Team members
also felt empowered to make decisions if Terry
Thompson was out of the office, and, as it
happened, he spent considerable time on the
road.36

briefing or other information packet. While need
for knowledge about the basics of NSA organiza
tion and process would be the same no matter
which party took office, the issues and priorities
would differ by party.

(U) One special consideration: if Bush were
elected, it was possible that many officeholders
would have served in the Reagan or (elder) Bush
administration. This carried its own peril - it was
important that they did not treat the Agency in
2001 on the basis of how it had looked and oper
ated in the 1980s.

(U) Since many members did not join the
T-2001 team until the first of November, this left
little time to prepare for the aftermath of an
election scheduled for the seventh. As it turned
out, ironically, the long delay in settling the
election that frustrated many Americans proved
beneficial to the transition team.

(U) The entire team, i.e., all core members
and as many extended members as possible,
would meet daily, usually both morning and
afternoon, to ensure all were apprised of current
actions and requirements. The meetings general
ly stayed short and focused on issues that had to
be dealt with over the following day or two, but,
on occasion, would prove good opportunities to
discuss long-term initiatives. For example, early
on, the team decided it needed to reach the
LegislativeBranch as well as the Executive."

(U) Also, given the likely short time of access
to most senior officials, it became necessary to

...--------------------------.arrowthe focus of the subject matt~r..t08 6-3 6

oncentrate on the mostrimportant
hemes, those that could be communi-
ated quickly. The difficult job of reduc-
pg NSA's message to perhaps half a
ozen themes was made more difficult
y thefar-reaching institutional changes
nder way in almost all areas inside the
SAorganization.

•1It: . ~vv. • t:""'

(U) The initial work of the team was basic,
deciding what had to be told about cryptologyand
NSA, researching the specifics, and composing a

... (D) Overguidance is a requestforfunds above the currently approved programs.
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(SllSI) After deliberation, the five major
themes selected by the team and approved by the
director were

time was spent vetting numbers found in differ
ent databases.

1) SIGINT transformation
a. Proliferation of Global Encryption
b. Trailblazer

2) Defense in Depth for National Security
Communications

3) Cryptographic modernization
4) Computer network operations
5) NSA workforces"

(SlfSI) By the end of the transition period,
the five had become six, with the addition of
"ELINT." Other, subsidiary themes included
the "brain drain," which threatened to limit
future successes by NSA, the immediate need to
increase investment in cryptanalysis, and the
requirement that lAD improve awareness in the
wider national security community.P"

CUI/FOUO~ In addition to focusing on these
selected themes, team members had to be pre
pared to deal with other issues that might be
raised by the officials they briefed. One example

CUIIFOVO) Days were spent in compiling
briefing books, issue papers, and orientation
packets. Team members/conducted research
via published materials, .including intelligence
product, web pages on the external and internal
networks, and by interviewing area experts.
Team members often found official channels too
slow for information gathering; all too frequently,
the fastest, most practical way to get needed
information was to tap the members' own per
sonal network .of colleagues and contacts.
Including representatives from the various NSA
components in the team's daily meetings helped
speed communications both ways.

CUIIPOUO) In order to gain a better under
standing/of NSA operations and accomplish
ments, transition team members arranged a
number of field trips. Among the destinations
were/the White House Situation Room, the
Pentagon, the Laboratory for the Physical
Sciences in College Park, the Laboratory for
Telecommunications Sciences in Adelphi,
Maryland, and the Security Management
Infrastructure Operations Division" in Finks
burg, Maryland."

CUI/muo,) One team member with a back
ground in finance drew up summary papers on
NSA's budget. He found the fragmented Agency
budget process hampered the acquisition of con
sistent budget information, and a great deal of

CU) Team members learned the classic lesson
that the business of writing is rewriting.
Information had to be put in a format tailored for
the person being briefed. This meant not only
eliminating jargon specific to SIGINT or IA, but
also determining the point of view or specific
interests of the new official - all the while
relating material to the half dozen or so NSA
transition themes."

* (U//FOUOj The Security Management Infrastructure Operations Division at Finksburg, Maryland, pro-
duced keying materialjor secure voice systems and data networks. Thejacility had been established in 1988,
initiall to rovide k in material or STU-III tele hones; its vision expanded over the next decad

"lAD's Central Facility/Finksburg - notjust STU-Ill's Anymore!" Communicator, Vol. 9, #17, 10 JulyL-__~

2001,1.
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ffS//SI) Eventually, fact sheets were devel
oped for institutional issues: analysis, ELINT,
global encryption, language, and recruiting; for
collection sites: Denver, the three RSOCs,

I u I; for mformatIOn-gathering I
China

an Russia. Also the team tailored a
L,,--~....

act sheet for each of the eight Maryland congres-
sional districts."

(VI!FOUO} None of the fact sheets asked
directly for support, but gave a balanced treat
ment of the successes and challenges confronting
NSA.

(V) While most of the writing was for their
own use, the team also prepared "talking points"
and background papers for NSA seniors. It was
expected that members of the new administration
would meet NSA officials in many venues other
than formal briefings. Therefore, to promote con
sistency in the message, senior NSA officials were
given a 3XS reference card, the size of the typed
daily schedule card most already carried, listing
the six NSA transition themes. These formed,
Terry Thompson told them, the "outline of a
good elevator speech.T'"

(V) In addition to official materials with data,
the team assembled "leave-behind" packages
containing some tchotchkes (a Yiddish word liter
ally meaning "trinket" or "geegaw"). Tchotchkes
included a sampling of NSA-Iogo items" that
had proliferated since NSA went public - golf
balls, mouse pads, pens, and the like, all bearing
the Agency seal. NSA as a concept would be kept
before the new officials."

(U) INTER-AGENCY LIAISON

(VI/FOUO) The T-2001 team's perception
was that the Intelligence Community
Management:SfaffwaSIi()ta.spr(}active~rh86-36
had hoped in coordinating actions among ~5v,r4
iousageneies. The team instead preferred to work" (c)
with the Central Intelligence Agency on transition
Issues.

(DI /FOUO) Early in the process a person in
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Command and Control, Communications and
Intelligence, to which NSA reported in the
Pentagon, began to coordinate the efforts of
intelligence agencies in the Defense Department.
However, in mid-December, she resigned from
the department, leaving NSA and the other
agencies on their own from then on.46

(VIIFOUO) The Director of Central Intelli
gence took the initiative and began briefings for
the president-elect as soon as results were con
firmed. T-2001 hosted the transition staffer at
Fort Meade, and found he had numerous ques
tions about the Agency. Team members spent
three hours with him in a roundtable discussion,
and, in the words of one participant, "knocked his
socks off' on the kinds of intelligence NSA could
deliver. The CIA speechwriter asked probing
questions, so Terry Thompson, familiar with the
SIGINT Directorate, made "cold calls" to invite
analysts on short or no notice to brief the visitor
on projects. One T-2001 member called it "the
moral equivalent of web surfing, only it was all
verbal.t'"?

* (U//FOf:J01 Through the early 1990S, NSA's leadership objected to the sale ofclothing or other items dec
orated with the organizational logo, a prohibition based largely on counterintelligence concerns. Once the gift
shop in the National Cryptologic Museum opened for business in 1997, however, a very wide variety of these
items were sold not only to NSA employees but also to the general public. Infact, it became something ofan in
joke that the only people to be seen in public wearing NSA tee-shirts were nonemployees!
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CD//FOUO) The I Ibegan working
with CIA personnel at least two monthsprior to
the election, preparing briefing books for the new
president, whoever it would be. The books includ
ed summaries of collection activities.vas well as
explanations about other intelligence/operations.
This transition activity was conducted independ
ently of the T-2001 teamat NSA.

fS>'lSIJ~ong the r--lregular activities
was "flagging"SIGINT~t that might be of
special interest to senior government officials.
In fact, thec=]routinely reviewed aboutl I
SIGINTproducts per day, from which it skimmed
the creaml Istaffbegan flagging SIGINT
product that would be of interest to the new
president, particularly foreign reactions to the
election.

(U) THE VIPs

CD/Jl40UO) The unexpected gap between
election day and confirmation of the winner was
both a benefit and a problem. The gap allowed
T-2001 members additional time to prepare
materials, but, by the same token, a shorter gap
before the inauguration would leave them hard
pressed to brief incoming figures before their
assumption of office made it harder to get on
their calendar and get sufficient blocks of time for
longer briefings.

CD/ jPOUO) It is interesting to note that the
problem of identifying subjects for briefing
continued even after the nominating process
began. Those briefed by NSAgenerally would not
divulge the names of others to be nominated
in their issue area. This was a point of great frus
tration to T -2001 team members, who needed
this news for scheduling purposes. They speculat
ed that this reticence was based on the bad
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experiences of previous administrations: some
nominees had run into trouble in the media over
their personal lives, and the new administration
did not want names leaked until individuals had
been vetted.50

CUIj-fOUG7 Shortly after inauguration day,
on January 25, the Senior Implementation
Meeting, attended by the Agency's top leadership,
heard a detailed report on the T-2001 effort thus
far. The openness of the new administration to
issues related to intelligence was discussed.
Deputy Director William Black noted that the
new secretary of defense would be more active
in intelligence matters than his predecessor,
which presented opportunities for NSA, if seized
properly. Black reported that when asked what
kept him awake at night, Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld had replied, "the need to recapitalize
intelligence.?"

CU) A number of channels were used to
schedule briefings. At the highest level, General
Hayden sent letters to key members of the Bush
national security team - national security advisor
and deputy, national security advisor to the vice
president, secretary of state, and secretary of
defense - offering them briefings and other assis
tance.

CUI IFOVO) As a result of these letters,
General Hayden briefed the secretary of state, the

secretary of defense, and Zalmay Khalilzad,
leader of the Defense Department transition
team. It took several tries to schedule Secretary
Powell, due to calendar conflicts. The national
security advisor came out to NSA some months
after the Bush administration took office.P

CUI j-fOUQJ Interestingly, although NSA
was in the DoD chain of command, when
General Hayden began with "Good morning,
Mr. Secretary," these were the first words he had
exchanged with a secretary of defense in his
tenure as DIRNSA.

CU) The most common method of scheduling
was the old-fashioned way, working telephone
with target offices. I Ian "extended"
team member, who had customer "accounts" in
the Executive Branch as his regular assignment,
coordinated Transition Team briefing plans with
NSA representatives at the various agencies to
identify personnel and schedule sessions.

CU) The highest level officers were to be
briefed in their own offices in Washington; high
ranking appointees who came to Fort Meade were
briefed in the Technology Demonstration Center*
and a few select places in the NSA complex.
Terry Thompson arranged meetings with the
secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce, and
Transportation, and the Trade Representative
through the intelligence officers in the other
departments.54

(SjfSI) For example, Thompson, accompa
nied by NSA's general counsel, briefed Attorney
General John Ashcroft and three members of his
staff at the Justice Department on February 23.
The NSA briefers were the first in the intelligence

*(U//l*OUOj The NSA/CSS Technology Demonstration Center was established in 1997, under General
Minihan, as a site to give visitors high-tech briefings on a variety ofsubjects, and do it in one location near his
office. In addition to platforms for physical demonstrations, the Center had a three-screen "theater" for small
groups, with high-definition video capabilities.
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community to meet with the new attorney gener
al. After the general briefing, the attorney gen
eral asked some questions about the relationship
between law enforcement and the intelligence
community, which NSA's GC answered. Ashcroft
also requested a STU-III telephone for his official
car.55

(D) Many senior and mid-level administra
tion officials traveled to NSA for their orienta
tions.

ESIISf) On December 14, Ambassador Gail
S. Schoettler visited NSA for briefings. The
ambassador had been lieutenant governor of
Colorado and V.S. representative to the World
Radio Conference. She was now the transition
focal point for DoD's Command, Control,
Communications, Intelligence Program. After
inspecting the Denver Consolidated Mission
Ground Station, she came to NSA for a better
insight into the Agency's transformation plans.
Ambassador Schoettler received a variety of brief
ings on corporate change, modernization, and
specific SIGINT targets in the Mideast."

(V/ f¥OU01 This, the first briefing at Fort
Meade of a member of the DoD transition team,
did not go well. The visitor herself admitted she
had not understood much of what was told her
and was unclear why certain topics had been
selected for briefing. Based on this negative feed
back, T-2001 members worked hard to revise
the next presentations, particularly removing
professional jargon unfamiliar to non-NSA
employees, and ensuring briefers knew clearly in
advance the points to be made. 57

~Among the earliest and most influential
visitors was Rich Haver, the incoming adminis
tration's Transition Coordinator for Intelligence.
In 2001 he was in private industry, but had begun
his career in naval intelligence in 1973, subse
quently served as assistant to Dick Cheney (when
secretary of defense), and been chief of staff of the

National Intelligence Council at the Department
of Defense.58

(V/ /FOUO) Thel Iteam ensured that
Haver saw the same material as the president
elect. Since Haver's office for the transition
period was just across the hall, product selected
for him could be hand-delivered to Haver's
office.P?

(D/ f¥OU01 Haver assumed his position as
the president-elect's liaison to the intelligence
community on Friday, December 15. He request
ed a visit to NSA, and came to Fort Meade the
following Tuesday, the 19th. The haste suggested
that NSA's issues were of some importance to
him.

(V/ /FOUO) The agenda for Haver's visit was
developed by General Hayden and William Black.
They felt it necessary to get him to understand the
major changes that were affecting NSA's ability
to perform its job, and how NSA was responding
to these challenges. The process was abetted
because Bill Blackwas a personal friend of Haver.

(TS/ISI) The presentations to Haver,
described by Terry Thompson as "knock your
socks off briefings," dealt with SIGINT support
to counterterrorism and the Middle East; he also
got several technology demonstrations. Haver
had lunchtime discussions with the director,
deputy director, and other senior leadership. He
was given briefings on NSA's foreign relations,
industrial relations, ELINT, the planned out
sourcing program, the budget and personnel
problems.

(D/ f¥OU01 At the conclusion of his visit,
Haver told NSA seniors that he recommended
support for NSA's recapitalization to the vice
president-elect.60

(Sf/Sf) Among other visitors was
Dr. Christopher Lamb, acting assistant secretary
of defense for requirements, plans, and counter-
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proliferation policy. Dr. Lamb was the DoD
representative for Presidential Review Directive
56 on Information Operations. He had never
before visited NSA, so required overview
briefings as well as presentations on NSA
equities in Information Operations.61

(D//~OUO) The team responded vigorously
to questions received from new officials in this
interim period. For example, a nominee as deputy
national security advisor asked a question about
NSA's overhead collection capabilities. The
Transition Team provided a direct answer, and
also seized the opportunity to provide him with
information on collection in general. 62

(Sf/SI) Norman Mineta, outgoing secretary
of commerce, who had been appointed secretary
of transportation in the new administration, visit
ed Fort Meade. Mineta was shown the kinds of
SIGINT support given to the department, espe
ciallyCOMINTand ELINT reporting used to sup
port interdiction of illegal narcotics. The Coast
Guard had opened a liaison officeat NSAin 1998*
and represented the DoT on cryptologic issues as
well as itself.63

(U/ /~OUO) As time became available,
T-2001 also reached out to the Legislative
Branch. Although their original strategy was to
have the director meet as many members of the
iozth Congress as possible, they had to settle for
a more modest plan. General Hayden sent letters
to every senator and representative from states
where the Agencymaintained a field site, inviting
them to visit NSA and the field site, and offering
a briefing on Capitol Hill. In addition, transition
team members met with Congressman Ben
Cardin (D, Maryland) to arrange a briefing
exclusivelyfor the Maryland delegation/"

(D) The Team scheduled two congressional
briefings for January 22, one in the morning for
members or staff whose states hosted NSAfacili
ties, and for the Maryland delegation in the after
noon. Both sessions were held on an unclassified
basis on Capitol Hill. For the Maryland delega
tion, team members emphasized the NSA work
force numbers, as well as spending and commu
nity activities by congressional district."

(U/FOUO) Probably due to heavy time pres
sures on senators and representatives during this
period, no members of Congress attended NSA's
two briefings on Capitol Hill (although staff
members were present). The NSA transition
team, to ensure members had access to the mate
rial briefed, did deliver information packets to
their offices.

(U/ /FOUO) Some thought was given to
expanding the range of congressional briefings,
for example, seeking out the chairmen of com
mittees other than those oriented to intelligence
and the armed services. However, there was not
enough time to attempt this.

(U)ENDGAME

(SjfSI//REL) NSA product reflecting inter
national reactions to the new administration was
given to President Bush, Vice President CheneY'OGA
and senior national security officials.After read-
ing some especially timely material, President-
elect Bush was heard to remark, "Great stuff!

I"

'--_---' noted that Bush was "very impressed"
and wanted to see more of it.66

ES//SI//REL) In fact, NSA,
L...----'Ir.rovided more than 200 serialized product
reports to the president-elect, between the elec-

*CU//FOUO) In 2002 the cryptologic organization in the Coast Guard became one of the Service
Cryptologic Elements.
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tion decision and the inauguration, covering
more than forty countries and international
organizations. These reports included valuable
information about strategies countries intended
~se in dealing with the incoming admiDistra-

j
(UI /FOUO) The president and vice president

sent positive feedback on these products as well
as guidance on further information required. The
CIA team that prepared the Presidential Daily
Brief used their specific guidance to revise its
materials/"

CUI f¥OUffl As Terry Thompson later told
NSA's senior leadership, "...nothing my team
could have done would have the impact of NSA
just doing its job." 69

CU) The T-2001 effort continued through
February. By March, decisions were made to cut
off the program, based in part on recommenda
tions from Terry Thompson.

CUIf¥OUffl Briefings for several subcabinet
officials were turned over to NSA's Corporate
Relations Staff.?" Terry Thompson was trans
ferred to the Pentagon in March as chief of
NCR Defense. The director saw this transfer as a
good way to capitalize on the contacts Thompson
had made during the transition period.

CUI/FOUO) Several team members felt the
T-2001 had been terminated early, perhaps as

much as a/month too soon. Some potentially
useful outreach efforts then in progress had to be
terminated. One member described this sudden
transfer as "taking the wind out of our sails."

CUI/FOUO) In retrospect, the director admit
ted that NSA's transition effort possibly had been
terminated a little early, but he was responding to
Thompson's reports that T-2001 had accom
plished its major goals. The director felt that the
"heavy lifting" had been done and it was time to
let things "evolve." 7

1

CUIf¥OUffl Ironically, at the time T-2001
turned out the lights, Vice President Cheney visit
ed NSA,only the second vice president to do so.*
No transition team members were involved in his
visit or the preparation for it, nor was there any
reason to involve the team in the visit. Their work
had been successfully completed, and the vice
president had moved beyond transition issues.

ES//SB On his first visit to any intelligence
agency, Cheney toured the National Security
Operations Center and the National SIGINT
Collection Center. He was shown new technology,
and met with a group of cryptanalysts who
went by the collective nickname of "The
Barbershop."*'*' During lunch with the director,
Cheney emphasized collaboration throughout the
intelligence community. In an address televised
to the workforce, the vice president mentioned
that NSA's work was appreciated and that NSA
had his and the president's support.

* (U) Hubert Humphrey visited NSA on September 26,1967. After some briefings, he gave a barnburner of
a speech, as only this skilled orator could do. The speech was marred only by his frequent references to some
thing he called "SIG-NIT."

**(U//FOUO} The nickname "The Barbershop" dates from 1985, when a group of mathematicians on a
special project had to meet temporarily in spaces originally allocated for a new haircutting facility in the
OPS3 building. The nickname stands, and covers a highly proficient group ofcryptologists.
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(U/ /FOUO) Cheney, who had been familiar
with cryptology in his previous government serv
ice, was impressed with what he heard and saw.
At the end of the sessions, he turned toDeI Tenet
and said with a little understatement, "Some
things have changed!'?"

(S/fSI//~L) Over a year later, on June 4,
2002, President Bush himself visited NSA, the
third to do so.* The president visited the National
Security Operations Center, inspected gear used
I landnuclear code material, and got
a briefing from the Office of Counterterrorism.

President George Ltv. Bush at NSA, June 2002

(V/ /FOUO,"After a brief stop at the Memorial
Wall, where over 150 fallen cryptologists are com
memorated, he gave a well-received talk to the
workforce gathered in one of the parking lots.

(V/ IFOUO) Unable to take even writing
materials into the parking lot where the Chief
Executive would address them, some employees
got President Bush to autograph their NSA
badges with a marking pen. In response to the
employees' requests, the Security Office made a
one-time exception, issuing new badges to those
fortunate few, and allowing them to convert their
signed badges into keepsakes.73

(V/ /fOUO) By any measure, however, the
two executive-level visits made clear that the
Bush administration appreciated cryptology and
came to tell NSA of its value to them.

(V) Each of the transition team members
looked back on the effort with pride. One remem
bered that it was a "terrific, energetic team with
a common goal," and that everyone "put forth
one hundred ten percent effort every day." 74

(V/ /FOUO) In retrospect, General Hayden
admitted, as with any project, some things
could have been done better. However, overall,
the effort had been a great success. "We have
become known to the incoming administration,
and vice versa, set up some good relationships
with people in the correct positions. It worked
well." 75

(U) CONCLUSIONS

(V/ /FOUO) The decision to engage in an
active effort to reach key figures in the new
administration originated with the director,
NSA, as did the decision to terminate the effort
about two months after inauguration of the new
president. General Hayden's decision for engage
ment had been based on the knowledge that both
NSA's potential and NSA's problems in transition
had to be communicated to the new group of
policy and decision makers.

*(U) Ronald Reagan and George Herbert Walker Bush preceded him to Fort Meade.
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(V/ fFOUffl Both creation of the effort and its
termination were good decisions. The decision to
create the effort seems to this writer to have been
a little late: the NSA Transition Team in normal
circumstances might have needed more time to
prepare for the transition; it was, fortunately, the
beneficiary of the unusual length of time required
to settle the 2000 elections. Although the team
felt that the timing of the termination of their
efforts was too abrupt, their work had been essen
tially completed, and any remaining odds and
ends of business could be turned over to standing
liaison offices.

(V/ fFOUO) It is more difficult to sustain the
criticism by some team members that the termi
nation order came too early. The team had
already arranged most major briefings, and the
team leader himself advocated closure. NSA had
a standing organization ready to take on the
few tasks remaining from the transition period.

CV/ IFOUO) General Hayden's concept for the
transition effort was to have a team that would
not just generate position papers, but would be
flexible enough to deliver NSA's essential points
to the key players of the new administration in
any way possible. He got what he wanted.

(V//FOUO) T-2001 quickly developed a suc
cinct list of major points to be presented to the
incoming administration. It compiled a list of
officials to whom the presentations had to be
made, and pursued appointments with them
aggressively. Virtually all the desired briefings
occurred; in some cases, NSA was the first to brief
that particular official.

CV/ IFOUO) Two reasons for the success in
setting goals and achieving them quickly were the
talents of the team members and their enthusi
asm for the project. After some initial problems in
selecting team members, Dr. Thompson used his
unofficial contacts to assemble a group of people
representing a wide range of cryptologic disci
plines. Those who responded to his invitation to

join the team did so with the feeling that it would
give them a positive experience.

(V/ !FOUO) T-2001'Sefforts were understood
and approved at NSA's senior levels, although
the director and deputy director only occasional
ly offered guidance. This was in accordance with
the director's management style, in which he
assigned a task, then let the principal carry it out
with a minimum of interference.

CV/ /FOUO) With NSA undergoing its own
transition, which often involved reorganizations
and transfer of personnel, at times the response
by some NSA components to T-2001'S needs was
spotty. It was important to team success, there
fore, that the individual team members each had
an individual network of contacts that could be
tapped for information or other kinds of support.

CV/ /FOUO) It should be noted that the effort
proceeded to a successful conclusion without
much guidance or support from NSA's parent
organization, the Department of Defense, or the
Intelligence Community Staff. OGA

CD/IFOUO~ On the other hand, the coopera
tion between NSA and the Central Intelligence
Agency was mutually enhancing. In the 2000-01
effort, the CIA, which had responsibility for brief
ing the new president, clearly appreciated the
value of NSAproduct to him and abetted NSA's
efforts. ,

(D/ IFOVO) From early days, T-2001 team
members embraced a broader vision of their
mandate than perhaps was originally intended.
First, they decided not only to seek to reach the
principal officeholders of the new administration,
but also to "influence the influencers," i.e., those
who would hold key subordinate positions. In
addition, the team recognized the importance of
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taking NSA's message to Congress, not just
members of the Executive Branch.

CUI/FOUO) In accordance with the director's
wishes, T-2001 developed a flexible response.
Although it generated plenty of paper, T-2001
produced flexible briefings tailored to the expect
ed concerns of the individual being briefed. Both
the paper and verbal briefings were focused on
the core issues and carefully balanced with both
good and bad news about NSA.

CUI/FOUO) General Hayden, Dr. Thompson,
and the principal members of the T-2001 team
were comfortable delivering briefings in both
formal and informal settings. Their presence gave
NSA's message the best possible delivery, and
allowed them to respond immediately to the con
cerns of new officials.

CUI/-¥OU8') The mix of talent, flexibility, and
dedication served NSA well in its first attempt at
direct involvement in the presidential transition
process. The proof of the success of this effort lies
in the positive response by officials at all levels in
the incoming Bush administration.

(U)Notes

CU) The T-2001 transition team found itself
generally without written documentation of any
previous presidential transition efforts on which
it could build. Unfortunately, the records of the T
2001 Transition Team are fairly scanty. There
is little official correspondence and surprisingly
little e-mail for an entity in an institution dedicat
ed to cyber-communication. Much of the team's
story had to be reconstructed through question
naires and interviews with the team members.

CU) The classification marking for each foot 
note reflects only the content of the note itself; for
the most part, this reference content is unclassi
fied. However, many, if not a majority, of the
documents do contain classified information.

1 CD) Richard J. Kerr and Peter Dixon Davis,
"Ronald Reagan and the President's Daily Brief,"
Studies in Intelligence, Winter 1998-1998, unclassi
fied edition, 51-6;the quote appears on P.51.

2 CD) John L. Helgerson, Getting to Know the
President: CIA Briefings ofPresidential Candidates,
1952-1992 (Washington, D.C.: Central Intelligence
Agency, Center for the Study of Intelligence,n.d.), 41.

3 CD) Helgerson, 1-4.
4 CD) Helgerson, 60-61. /p.L. 86-36
5 CD) Helgerson, 34-37, 83-85· .. >/! .
6 CD) Charles A. Peters, "Serving Oim' Senior

Consumers," Studies in Intelligence,>F~iI 1995,

17-2f;~F~~'-~:·16{lt~:i~aio••
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